Software Features & Highlights:
·Bill Of Material- PartsManager Bill of Materials provides a comprehensive base for a complete and powerful
manufacturing solution. The key to a successful manufacturing software implementation begins here. PartsManager
allows multiple level of BOM structure to be configured by the user. During MPS’s BOM explosion, PartsManager
will perform a discrete to non-discrete material quantity conversion.
·Material Requirements Planning (MRP) - This true planning tool gives you the information you need to solve
future problems today. Manage sales forecasts, create master schedules, and balance future supply and demand
with PartsManager MRP. This is the area where all the similar products ordered by customer are sorted and
consolidated into one Master Schedule. This way, user can get a glance of total number parts to be produced for
a month.
·Purchase - PartsManager Purchase Order gives you the power to take complete control, every step of the way,
to generate all your Purchase Order Form easily, simple and fast.
·Inventory module - covers all the stock movement information for the entire production cycle. Basically, there
are 3 places where stock can be: at store, at vendors’ place for secondary process, and at production floor (WIP).
Basically PartsManager will track the movement of all items among all 3 places, to let the user know what you
have in stock, how much it's worth, and where it's located.
·Production - This is where it all comes together. PartsManager Production can tell you today's production status,
what happened yesterday, and what will happen tomorrow. Status of all stock and raw material can be track real
time with accurate figure.
Advantages:
- User can have all the child parts and child components automatically calculated for the production of a month
with our Sales Forecasts, MRP, MPS, DI.
- Delivery Instruction (D/I) can assist on monitoring vendor delivery performance and improve vendor delivery
lead-time. Your can email your DI with our export function to you customers conveniently.
- Less error on calculating the material requirement
- User can be alerted with shortage of raw material or finished goods, to increase the efficiency
- User can find out quickly the quantity of any stock item in store, WIP or even sub-contractor.
- User can find out quickly the daily stock movement and transaction listing to track all the transactions in store
and know the situation in store without stepping out from office
- User can generate all the PO, DO, Invoice and many more type of form simple and easy.
- User can take the analysis and know the vendor's and the customer' performance.
- There are many features can be customized according to the user needs.
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